
module delivered fully online in a self-paced format with tutor support. Importantly, the content
offered students a structured learning pathway.
Videos were integrated as a component of the module assessment. The assessment required students
to complete activities such as readings and e-tutorials, to develop their understanding of a given
research topic, COMPLETE TASKS such as developing a research question and writing a reflection on
their learning experience.
focus on video production provided a focal point for digital research skills development.
immediate impact of this project has been proactive student participation in the development of
module content.
Importantly, students involved with this project have recognised not only the potential of their
new digital skills for their own academic studies, but also the importance of a peer approach for
embedding skills in learning as the module continues.

Student accounts show that the video project has been beneficial, for their digital research skills
development and their personal sense of achievement and contribution to the module.
SaP model clearly imbues students with a sense of ownership of their learning, encouraging staff to
take heed of important student perspectives.
UCD’s College of Social Sciences and Law has formally adopted our digital research skills module as an
option.
module has been renamed Digital Research Skills for the Social Sciences and features the student video
content produced in this project. The student videos will support future student cohorts in their
learning about digital research skills.
incoming students will watch previous students’ videos as a required part of module content.
video training and student video assessment will remain part of the module moving forward, which
will contribute to the growing body of student-driven resources.

emerging model of ‘students as partners’ (SaP) is gaining momentum in higher education AND IS SEEN as an
opportunity to nourish transformative learning in multiple ways.
approach creates more egalitarian, inclusive learning environments, where students and staff shape
university teaching together. SaP allows students to contribute to the curriculum and their own
learning differently from formal curriculum processes and recognises the value of students’
experiences.

crystal.fulton@ucd.ie

claire.mcguinness@ucd.ie

Inspiring Innovation: Lessons learned
from an academic-library-student

partnership to support digital development

"It was reassuring to see students who
approached the project with little confidence to
then produce a reusable video resource of which
they were proud, and it has taught me techniques

for empowering others in both their learning
and career path."

Video and Project Assistant
"I hope other students see that I really enjoyed
scripting, setting up the correct lighting, and
filming the video. I think it is quite apparent by
how smiley I was while recording it. Finally, I

hope they appreciate the editing, such as how I
added in a title before each section. This could

open future students’ imagination to cool
edits when creating and improving their videos.

Undergraduate Student 2

"Should future students be required to complete a
video, my video is a good example of how you can
create high quality content with little previous

knowledge on video editing. Just as previous
students’ sample videos reassured me, I hope that my
video will also provide reassurance while teaching

something new."

Undergraduate Student 1
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Students as Partners (SaP) Model

Introduction
Including students as partners in learning offers a critical means of encouraging students to engage
more deeply in their learning.
collaboration includED THE Library, School of Information and Communication Studies and School of
Psychology producING resources for undergraduate learning about digital research skills in the
Bachelor of Social Sciences programme at University College Dublin (UCD).

Student Engagement and Video Production

Findings




